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NEUROANATOMY
Mel, 1999; Jan and Jan, 2001; Chklovskii et al., 2004; London and 
Häusser, 2005). These specializations in neuron structure in the 
gPFC are thought to subserve executive functions (Funahashi and 
Kubota, 1994; Courtney et al., 1998; Duncan and Owen, 2000; 
Goldman-Rakic, 2000; Miller, 2000; Rolls, 2000; Fuster, 2001; Wang, 
2001; Treves, 2005); however, pyramidal cell structure has been 
quantified in only few of the many cortical areas within gPFC.
Broadly speaking, prefrontal cortex has been divided into the lat-
eral, medial, and orbital regions, which are believed to be involved in 
different types of processing (Goldman-Rakic, 1987, 2000; Funahashi 
and Kubota, 1994; Fuster, 1997, 2002; Cavada et al., 2000; Miller, 
2000; Passingham et al., 2000; Petrides, 2000; Roberts and Wallis, 
2000; Rolls, 2000; Funahashi and Takeda, 2002). Various gradients 
in patterns of connectivity and function have been reported within 
these three regions (Petrides, 1987, 1991; Wilson et al., 1993; Ó 
Scalaidhe et al., 1997; Hirsch et al., 2001; Denys et al., 2004; Barbas 
et al., 2005; Hagler and Sereno, 2006; Nelissen et al., 2005; Noppeney 
et al., 2005). However, there are no standardized quantitative data on 
pyramidal cell structure within these different gradients in the gPFC. 
Here we studied cells in multiple cortical areas in the lateral, medial, 
and orbital gPFC of the macaque monkey to enable comparisons 
between these regions. In particular, we injected pyramidal cells in 
layer III of areas 9d, 10, 12vl, 13, and 46vr.
Recently we have demonstrated that pyramidal cells have mark-
edly different dendritic structure in the gPFC of the macaque mon-
key, vervet monkey, and baboon, and that there appears to be a 
parallel trend for increasing size of the gPFC and increasingly more 
spinous pyramidal cells (Elston et al., 2006). However, it remains to 
be determined whether this trend is common to all cortical areas 
within the gPFC. To investigate this we studied layer III pyramidal 
INTRODUCTION
Pyramidal cell structure is remarkably heterogeneous in the primate 
cerebral cortex. Estimates of the total number of spines (putative 
excitatory inputs) in the dendritic trees of pyramidal cells reveal 
more than a 30-fold difference between populations of cells sam-
pled in different cortical areas (Elston et al., 2001, 2005c). Moreover, 
there are systematic trends for increasingly more complex pheno-
types through a series of functionally related cortical areas. For 
example, neurons become progressively larger, more branched 
and more spinous with anterior progression through the dorsal 
and ventral visual pathways (Elston and Rosa, 1997, 1998, 2000; 
Elston et al., 1999a, 2005b,d,e,h; Elston, 2003b). There is a pro-
gressive systematic increase in the complexity of pyramidal cell 
structure through somatosensory areas 3b, 1, 2, 5, and 7 (Elston 
and Rockland, 2002; Elston et al., 2005g,j), which continues with 
anterior progression through cingulate areas 23 and 24 to granular 
prefrontal cortex (gPFC; Elston et al., 2001, 2005a,f,i).
Pyramidal cells are the most common neuron in the cerebral 
cortex. They are the major source of intrinsic excitatory cortical 
synapses, and their dendritic spines are the main postsynaptic tar-
get of excitatory synapses. Moreover, they form most intra-areal 
projections and nearly all interareal projections (DeFelipe and 
Fariñas, 1992). Therefore, they are considered the principal neu-
ronal building blocks of the cerebral cortex. Thus, specializations 
in their structure are likely to influence cortical function at the 
subcellular, cellular, and systems levels (Elston, 2002, 2003a; Jacobs 
and Scheibel, 2002; Passingham et al., 2002; Roth and Dicke, 2005; 
Treves, 2005). More specifically, complexity in dendritic structure 
determines their biophysical properties thus influencing their 
functional capacity and potential for plastic changes (Koch, 1999; 
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cell structure in lateral, medial, and orbital gPFC of the vervet 
monkey and baboon for comparison with those studied in the 
macaque monkey. These species were included as they represented 
closely related primates of similar and different brain size (Gould, 
2002). We found that, in general, pyramidal cells in the gPFC were 
characterized by highly complex structure as compared with those 
in other cortical regions. In addition we found regional variation 
in pyramidal cell structure within the gPFC in all three species; 
however, the topography of the gradients differed between species. 
We also found marked interindividual variation in pyramidal cell 
structure in the gPFC in all three species of an order not observed 
in visual, somatosensory, motor, or cingulate cortex.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Two adult macaque monkeys (Macaca fascicularis; 4.5 years old; 
MF1 ≈ 5 kg, MF2 ≈ 4.5 kg), two adult vervet monkeys (Cercopithecus 
pygerythrus; age unknown; VM1 = 6.1 kg, VM2 = 5.5 kg), and 
two adult baboons (Papio ursinus; age unknown; B1 = 23.1 kg, 
B2 = 23.1 kg) were used in the present study. Based on weight, 
musculature and appearence of the vervet monkeys and baboons 
we estimate that they were mature but not adolescent nor eld-
erly. All animals were males. All tissue was sampled from the left 
hemisphere. Macaque tissue was taken from the anterior lateral 
portion of the superior frontal gyrus (corresponding to Walker’s 
and Petrides and Pandya’s area 9 or Preuss and Goldman-Rakic’s 
area 9d) (Walker, 1940; Preuss and Goldman-Rakic, 1991a,b,c; 
Petrides and Pandya, 2001), the anterior medial portion of the 
superior frontal gyrus (area 9m of Preuss and Goldman-Rakic, 
corresponding to Walker’s area 9), the medial frontal gyrus (cor-
responding to Walker’s and Petrides and Pandya’s area 46 or Preuss 
and Goldman-Rakic’s area 46vr), the inferior frontal gyrus (cor-
responding to Walker’s area 46, Petrides and Pandya’s area 45A or 
Preuss and Goldman-Rakic’s area 12vl), the medial portion of the 
frontal pole anterior to the rostral sulcus (corresponding to area 10 
of Walker, Preuss and Goldman-Rakic and Petrides and Pandya), 
the end of the orbital cortex between the medial orbital sulcus 
and the lateral orbital sulcus, inferior to the intermediate orbital 
sulcus (area 12orb of Preuss and Goldman-Rakic, corresponding 
to Walker’s area 13 and Petrides and Pandya’s area 14) of the left 
hemisphere (Figure 2). Likewise, tissue from the vervet monkey 
and baboon was sampled from dorsolateral, medial, and orbital 
gPFC (Figure 2). Specifically, prefrontal areas 9d, 10, 46d, 12vl, 
and 13 were studied in the baboon and prefrontal areas 9m, 9d, 
10, 13, and cingulate area 32, were studied in the vervet monkey. 
The homology of the specific areas included for analyses remains 
to be determined.
Methodology used in the present study has been outlined in 
detail in previous studies (Buhl and Schlote, 1987; Elston and Rosa, 
1997; Elston, 2001). Briefly, the animals were deeply anesthetized 
by intramuscular injection of a mixture of ketamine hydrochlo-
ride (100 mg/ml) and xylazine (50 mg/ml) (2:1, 0.1 ml/kg), then 
an i.v. dose of sodium pentabarbitone (200 mg/kg) in accordance 
with protocols approved by the University of Queensland and 
University of the Witwatersrand Animal Ethics Committees and 
regulations for the care and use of animals set out by the NIH 
(publication No. 86-23, revised 1985). The animals were then 
perfused intracardially and the brain removed. The white mat-
ter was trimmed from the blocks and the remaining gray matter 
was “unfolded” and postfixed overnight between glass slides in a 
solution of 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB). 
Serial thick sections (250 μm) were cut tangential to the corti-
cal surface with the aid of a vibratome. Individual sections were 
incubated in a solution containing 10−5 mol/L of the fluorescent 
dye 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Sigma D9542, St Louis, 
Figure 1 | Schematic illustrating some different interpretations of the number, size, and location of cortical areas in prefrontal cortex of the macaque 
monkey. (A) Modified from Walker (1940), (B) Petrides and Pandya (1999) and (C) Preuss and Goldman-Rakic (1991a).
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Figure 2 | Schematic illustrating where neurons were sampled (dots) in the dorsolateral, medial, and orbital prefrontal cortex of the macaque monkey 
(A), vervet monkey (B), and baboon (C).
Figure 3 | Schematic illustrating how the study of pyramidal cell 
morphology in the transverse plane may bias for uniformity in structure. 
Illustrated are two cells sampled from the primary visual area (V1) and granular 
prefrontal cortex (gPFC) of the macaque monkey. At left are the basal dendritic 
trees of the two cells as seen in the tangential plane. In black is the part of the 
dendritic tree that would be seen in a 50-μm transverse section (of the type 
used in many Golgi studies). The portion of the dendrites extending beyond the 
section is illustrated in gray. Note the relative similarity in structure of the part of 
the dendritic tree revealed in the 50-μm transverse sections. At right are 
illustrated the dendrograms of each of the two cells, which resulted from 
reconstruction of the complete basal dendritic tree as seen in the tangential 
plane. Based on our observations, transverse sections would have to be of the 
order of 1 mm thick to include all dendrites (e.g., human temporal lobe; Elston 
et al., 2001).
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sections thick enough to contain the entire dendritic arborization 
(both apical and basal). Thus, we have focused on one dendritic 
“compartment” of a select group of pyramidal cells (those in layer 
III). It remains to be determined to what extent regional and spe-
cies variation in the basal dendritic trees reflects any potential 
variation in their apical dendrites, and how this may differ from 
patterns of connectivity in other cortical areas/species (Binzegger 
et al., 2004).
4′,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole(DAPI)-labeled neurons were 
injected under visual guidance with continuous current (up to 
100 nA). Cell bodies were impaled not at the cut surface of the 
sections, but some tens of micrometers below the surface so that 
pyramidal neurons could be identified by the presence of the 
proximal part of their apical dendrite. Once a suitable number 
of neurons had been injected, the slice was processed for a light-
stable reaction product (see Elston and Rosa, 1997). Briefly, 
the sections were processed in a solution containing 1:400,000 
anti-Lucifer Yellow in stock solution [2% bovine serum albumin 
(Sigma A3425), 1% Triton X-100 (BDH 30632), and 5% sucrose 
in PB] for 5 days at room temperature, washed three times in 
PB, then incubated in biotinylated anti-rabbit (1:200 Amersham 
RPN 1004) in stock solution for 2 h, washed another three times 
before being processed for a further 2 h in streptavidin biotin 
horseradish peroxidase (1:200, Amersham RPN1051) in PB. 3,3′-
diamino-benzidine (DAB; Sigma D 8001; 1:200 in PB) was used 
as the chromogen (Figure 4).
USA) in PB at room temperature for approximately 10 min and 
mounted between Millipore filters (AABG02500, Bedford, USA). 
The slice preparation was then mounted in a perspex dish on a 
Zeiss fixed stage microscope and the preparation visualized with 
UV excitation (341–343 nm).
In the present study we focused on cells at the base of layer III, 
enabling comparison with data obtained at the base of layer III 
in visual, somatosensory, motor, and cingulate cortex of these an 
other species. Layer III was easily identified in the DAPI-labeled 
sections immediately above the neuron-dense granular layer. Even 
in tangential sections it is easy to distinguish the transition from 
layer III to layer IV due to the change in density and size of somata 
(see Figure 3 of Elston and Rosa, 1997). Neurons were injected in 
tangential sections so as to be able to reconstruct the entire basal 
dendritic tree. Such an approach has been central to the dem-
onstration of regional and species specializations in pyramidal 
cell dendritic structure as the entire tangential extent of the basal 
dendritic tree is revealed, unlike in most previous studies in trans-
verse sections in which many of the basal dendrites are truncated 
thus selecting for uniformity (Figure 3). In addition, by injecting 
neurons in the tangential plane aspects of their structure can be 
related directly with features reported elsewhere such as intrinsic 
axon patches and receptive fields (Levitt et al., 1993; Kritzer and 
Goldman-Rakic, 1995; Pucak et al., 1996; Melchitzky et al., 1998, 
2001; González-Burgos et al., 2000). However, unfortunately, it is 
difficult to inject large numbers of cells under visual control in 
Figure 4 | (A–C) Low power photomicrographs of Lucifer Yellow-injected layer III pyramidal cells in tangential sections taken from the granular prefrontal cortex of 
the macaque monkey (area 12vl). (D–H) Higher power photomicrographs of these same neurons as viewed through a ×100 oil-immersion Zeiss objective, revealing 
aspects of their fine structure including dendritic spines. Scale bar = 100 μm in (A–C) and 20 μm in (D–H).
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were made using SPSS (SPSS Inc., IL, USA). One-way ANOVAS were 
used where there was a single data point for each cell, such as the 
size of the cell bodies of the size of the dendritic trees. When there 
were multiple data points for each cell, e.g., branching structure or 
spine density sampled radially from cell body to the distal tips of the 
dendrites, repeated measures ANOVAs were used.
RESULTS
A total of 854 layer III pyramidal cells were included for analyses as 
they satisfied the criteria for inclusion (see Materials and Methods). 
Over 80,000 individual dendritic spines were drawn and tallied. 
Data on the size, branching complexity, and spine density of the 
basal dendritic trees are reported for each cortical area of both 
animals studied from each of the three species, as are data on cell 
body size and our estimates of the number of spines in the basal 
dendritic tree of the “average” neuron in each area.
MACAqUE MONkEyS (AREAS 9d, 10, 12vl, 13, AND 46vr)
Basal dendritic field areas
Qualitative observation revealed variation in the size of the den-
dritic trees of pyramidal cells among prefrontal areas 9d, 10, 12vl, 
13, and 46vr in both MF1 and MF2 (Figure 5A; Table 1). Statistical 
analysis (one-way ANOVAs) revealed these differences to be signifi-
cant (p < 0.05) in both MF1 (F
(4)
 = 8.92) and MF2 (F
(4)
 = 15.33). Post 
hoc Scheffe tests revealed 3 of 10 possible between-area comparisons 
to be significantly different in MF1 and 4 of 10 in MF2 (Table 2).
Branching patterns of the basal dendritic arbors
Plots of the branching patterns of the basal dendritic arbors of 
pyramidal neurons, as determined by Sholl analysis, are shown 
in Figure 5B. From the figure it can be seen that the branching 
structure of cells in prefrontal areas 9d, 10, 12vl, 13, and 46vr was 
not uniform. Repeated measures ANOVAs (5 × 12 design) revealed 
significant differences (p < 0.05) in the branching patterns in both 
MF1 (F
(1,4)
 = 11.27) and MF2 (F
(1,4)
 = 6.78). Post hoc Scheffe tests 
revealed 4 of 10 possible between-area comparisons to be signifi-
cantly different in MF1 and 3 of 10 in MF2 (Table 2).
Spine densities of the basal dendrites
From Figure 5C, it can be seen that plots of the average spine den-
sity, as a function of distance from the soma to the distal tips, were 
similar among cortical areas. Repeated measures ANOVAs revealed 
no significant difference in spine density for neurons in either MF1 
(F
(1,4)
 = 1.00) and MF2 (F
(1,4)
 = 2.58). The total number of dendritic 
spines in the basal dendritic arbor of the “average” pyramidal neuron 
in each area was calculated by combining data from the Sholl analyses 
with that of spine densities (see Materials and Methods). These esti-
mates revealed up to >50% difference in of the number of spines in 
the “average” neuron among prefrontal areas (Figure 6; Table 3).
Somal areas
Individual cell bodies were drawn, in the plane tangential to 
the cortical layers, and plotted in Figure 5D (see also Table 4). 
One-way ANOVAs revealed significant differences in cell body 
size between neurons in the different cortical areas in both MF1 
(F
(4)
 = 5.10) and MF2 (F
(4)
 = 26.13). Post hoc Scheffe tests revealed 
2 of 10 possible between-area comparisons to be significantly dif-
ferent in MF1 and 6 of 10 in MF2 (Table 2).
Cells were only included for analysis if they had an unambiguous 
apical dendrite, had their complete basal dendritic tree contained 
within the section, and were well filled. We focused our analyses 
on the basal dendritic trees of supragranular pyramidal cells for 
several reasons. Of particular interest to us are horizontally project-
ing intrinsic axonal patches that arise from these cells and project 
to the basal dendritic trees of neighboring pyramidal cells (Gilbert 
and Wiesel, 1979, 1983; Rockland and Lund, 1982, 1983; Rockland 
et al., 1982; Livingstone and Hubel, 1984; Martin and Whitteridge, 
1984; Rockland, 1985; Kisvárday et al., 1986; McGuire et al., 1991; 
Fujita and Fujita, 1996). As many as 80–95% of the horizontal 
projection synapses of individual supragranular pyramidal cells are 
formed with other nearby supragranular pyramidal cells (Kisvárday 
et al., 1986; McGuire et al., 1991) in reciprocally connected patches 
(Kisvárday and Eysel, 1992). These reciprocal patches have been 
reported in many different cortical areas in the primate brain, and 
are believed to provide an anatomical basis for functional domains 
among the patches (Mitchison and Crick, 1982; Matsubara et al., 
1985; T’so et al., 1986; T’so and Gilbert, 1988; Gilbert and Wiesel, 
1989; Malach et al., 1993; Malonek et al., 1994). By focusing on the 
basal dendritic trees of layer III pyramidal cells we are revealing 
relevant information on the connectivity of these intrinsic circuits 
and how they may vary among cortical areas. Moreover, we have 
focused on these dendritic trees here so as to be able to make direct 
comparisons with our previous data sampled from the basal den-
dritic trees of layer III pyramidal cells in visual, somatosensory, 
auditory, motor, and cingulate cortex of thee same species.
Neurons were drawn, and their dendritic field areas determined 
with NIH Image by tracing a convex hull around the outermost distal 
dendrites (see Elston and Rosa, 1997). Sholl (1953) analyses were per-
formed on the 2D drawings, with concentric circles of increasing radii 
(25 μm increments) centered on the cell body. Spine densities were 
calculated by drawing the entire dendrite of randomly selected cells 
with the aid of a Zeiss ×100 oil-immersion objective and counting 
the number of spines per 10 μm segment from the cell body to the 
distal tip (Eayrs and Goodhead, 1959; Valverde, 1967). Horizontally 
projecting dendrites were selected to avoid trigonometric error. All 
spines were drawn and no distinction was made between different 
spine types. In Golgi studies it is common to apply correction factors 
when attempting to quantify spine density as spines issuing from 
under the dendrite may be obscured (Feldman and Peters, 1979). 
No such correction factors were applied here as the DAB reaction 
product is more transparent than the Golgi precipitate and allows 
direct visualization of spines through the dendrite. Furthermore, 
the basal dendrites have a diameter smaller than the neck length of 
many spines, and any possible error that may arise because some 
populations of cells have thicker basal dendrites than others would 
only reduce the extent of differences we report for cells among cor-
tical areas (i.e., more spinous cells have, on average, thicker parent 
dendrites than the less spinous cells). Estimates of the total number 
of spines found within the basal dendritic arbor of the “average” 
cell in each cortical area were made by summing the product of 
the average number of dendrites by the average spine density for 
corresponding segments along the dendrites – from the cell body 
to the distal tips of the dendrites (Elston, 2001). Cell bodies were 
drawn by tracing the outermost perimeter, excluding the proximal 
basal dendrites, while viewed through a Zeiss ×100 oil objective and 
their areas were determined with NIH Image. Statistical comparisons 
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Figure 5 | (Continued)
VERVET MONkEyS (AREAS 9d, 9m, 10 AND 13, AND 32)
Basal dendritic field areas
Qualitative observation of pyramidal cells revealed that cells 
in cingulate area 32 were larger than those in prefrontal areas 
9d, 9m, 10 and 13 in both VM1 and VM2 (Figure 5A; Table 5). 
Statistical analysis (one-way ANOVAs) revealed a significant dif-
ference (p < 0.05) in the size of the dendritic trees of neurons in 
both VM1 (F
(4)
 = 16.81) and VM2 (F
(4)
 = 18.14). Post hoc Scheffe 
tests revealed that cells in cingulate area 32 had significantly larger 
dendritic trees than those in prefrontal areas in both VM1 and 
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Figure 5 | Frequency histograms and plots of the (A) size, (B) branching patterns, (C) spine density of the basal dendritic trees, and (D) cell body size, of layer III 
pyramidal neurons sampled in granular prefrontal cortex of the macaque monkey (M1 and M2), vervet monkey (VM1 and VM2) and baboon (B1 and B2). Error  
bars = standard errors.
VM2, except for area 9m in VM2. None of the six possible pair-
wise comparisons between prefrontal areas were significantly 
different in VM1, two of the six pair-wise comparisons between 
prefrontal areas were significantly different in VM2 (Table 6).
Branching patterns of the basal dendritic arbors
Branching patterns of the basal dendritic arbors of pyramidal 
neurons are illustrated in Figure 5B. Repeated measures ANOVAs 
(5 × 13 design) revealed a significant difference (p < 0.05) in 
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the  branching patterns in both VM1 (F
(1,4)
 = 3.05) and VM2 
(F
(1,4)
 = 10.12). Post hoc Scheffe tests revealed no significant differ-
ence in branching structure, except in VM2 where cells in area 9d 
differed to those in all other cortical areas (Table 6).
Spine densities of the basal dendrites
The mean and standard deviation in spine density per 10 μm (as 
a function of distance from the soma to the distal tips of 10 ran-
domly selected horizontally projecting basal dendrites of differ-
ent cells in each cortical area) are plotted in Figure 5C. Repeated 
measures ANOVAs revealed a significant difference (p < 0.05) 
in the distribution of spines along the dendrites cells between 
Table 1 | Number, size [mean, standard deviation (SD), standard error of 
the mean (SeM), minimum, and maximum] of the basal dendritic trees 
of layer iii pyramidal cells in cortical areas 9, 10, 12vl, 13, and 46 in the 
prefrontal cortex of the macaque monkey.
Cortical n Mean SD SeM Minimum Maximum 
area  (×104μm2) (×104) (×104) (×104 μm2) (×104 μm2)
MF1
 9d 11 12.86 3.21 0.97 9.78 17.44
 10 33 10.62 2.14 0.37 7.37 14.81
 12vl 20 15.96 5.44 1.21 8.29 28.90
 13 23 12.58 2.33 0.47 8.48 17.06
 46 11 11.36 1.89 0.57 8.60 15.35
MF2
 9d 26 11.89 2.13 0.42 7.81 17.90
 10 35 14.25 2.63 0.44 9.12 20.77
 12vl 34 10.26 1.90 0.33 6.69 14.89
 13 39 11.54 1.94 0.31 6.47 15.09
 46 35 11.79 2.18 0.37 7.07 16.40
n, Number of neurons.
Table 2 | Summary of post hoc pair-wise Scheffe comparisons of 
morphological parameters of neurons in the gPFC of the macaque 
monkey.
 Area 9d Area 10 Area 12vl Area 13
MF1
 10    
 12vl b a,b,d  
 13  d a,b 
 46   a,b 
MF2
 10 a   
 12vl b,d a,d  
 13 b,d a d 
 46 b a,d  d
a – Significant difference in the size of the basal dendritic trees.
b – Significant difference in the branching structure of the basal dendritic trees.
c – Significant difference in the spine density of the basal dendritic trees.
d – Significant difference in the size of the cell bodies.
Significance determined as p < 0.05.
Table 3 | estimates of the total number of spines in the basal dendritic 
tree of the “average” layer iii pyramidal cell in prefrontal areas of the 
macaque monkey.
 Area 13 Area 9d Area 46vr Area 12vl Area 10
MF1 5504 7676 6621 8507 6887
MF2 7393 7599 6548 5454 6090
Table 4 | Number, size [mean, standard deviation (SD), standard error of 
the mean (SeM), minimum, and maximum] of the somata of layer iii 
pyramidal cells (in the tangential plane) in cortical areas 9, 10, 12vl, 13, 
and 46 in the prefrontal cortex of the macaque monkey.
Cortical n Mean SD SeM Minimum Maximum 
area  (μm2)   (μm2) (μm2)
MF1
 9d 11 285.99 50.49 15.22 197.95 376.8
 10 33 243.38 35.44 6.17 168.50 316.20
 12vl 20 282.68 38.42 8.59 221.29 361.68
 13 23 281.80 32.58 6.79 207.02 361.69
 46 11 278.31 58.89 17.76 178.78 364.52
MF2
 9d 26 316.16 48.84 9.58 225.68 428.06
 10 35 349.56 61.80 10.45 246.31 558.86
 12vl 34 265.53 46.81 8.03 168.20 346.97
 13 39 381.12 52.11 8.34 232.23 494.49
 46 35 300.43 50.24 8.49 218.40 437.77
n, Number of neurons.
Table 5 | Number, size [mean, standard deviation (SD), standard error of 
the mean (SeM), minimum, and maximum] of the basal dendritic trees 
of layer iii pyramidal cells in cortical areas 10, 13, 9 (medial and dorsal), 
and 32 in the vervet monkey.
Cortical n Mean SD SeM Minimum Maximum 
area  (×104 μm2) (×104) (×104) (×104 μm2) (×104 μm2)
VM1
 10 24 13.80 2.14 0.44 8.17 16.90
 13 43 12.56 3.09 0.47 8.96 22.31
 9m 26 13.33 1.99 0.39 9.23 19.12
 9d 41 12.40 2.15 0.21 8.44 16.90
 32 31 16.75 2.56 0.46 11.87 22.03
VM2
 10 45 12.28 1.57 0.23 9.03 15.48
 13 33 13.61 2.17 0.38 8.90 18.45
 9m 14 13.83 2.11 0.56 10.88 17.25
 9d 30 10.85 1.96 0.36 7.09 14.55
 32 19 15.74 3.19 0.73 8.09 20.81
n, Number of neurons.
cortical areas in both VM1 (F
(1,4)
 = 4.23) and VM2 (F
(1,4)
 = 7.53). 
Post hoc Scheffe tests revealed that spine density in area 32 was 
significantly different to that in areas 9d and 9m in VM1 and 
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Somal areas
Frequency distributions of the size of the cell bodies of pyrami-
dal cells are plotted in Figure 5D and listed in Table 8. One-way 
ANOVAs revealed a significant difference in the size of the somata 
among neurons in VM2 (F
(4)
 = 13.51) but not VM1 (F
(4)
 = 1.39). 
Post hoc Scheffe tests revealed that cells in cingulate area 32 in VM2 
had significantly larger cell bodies than those in areas 9d and 10. 
Four of the six possible pair-wise comparisons between prefrontal 
areas in VM2 were significantly different (Table 6).
BABOONS (AREAS 9d, 10, 13 46v AND 46d)
Basal dendritic field areas
The size of the dendritic arbors was calculated and frequency dis-
tributions are plotted in Figure 5A (see also Table 9). Statistical 
analysis (one-way ANOVAs) revealed a significant difference in the 
size of the dendritic trees of neurons in both B1 (F
(95)
 = 20.99) and 
B2 (F
(176)
 = 6.50). Post hoc Scheffe tests revealed that 6 and 4 of all 
possible 10 pair-wise comparisons were significant in B1 and B2 
(respectively; Table 10).
Branching patterns of the basal dendritic arbors
Sholl analysis was performed and the branching profiles of the basal 
dendritic arbors of pyramidal neurons are illustrated in Figure 5B. 
Statistical analysis (repeated measures ANOVAs) revealed a signifi-
cant difference (p < 0.05) in the branching patterns of cells between 
cortical areas in both B1 (F
(1,4)
 = 7.86) and B2 (F
(1,4)
 = 3.27). Post 
hoc Scheffe tests revealed that 3 of all 10 pair-wise between-area 
comparisons were significant in B1 and 1 of all 10 comparisons 
was significant in B2 (Table 10).
area 10 in VM2. None of the six possible pair-wise comparisons 
between prefrontal areas were significantly different in VM1. 
Three of the six pair-wise comparisons between prefrontal areas 
were significantly different in VM2 (Table 6). There was a >50% 
difference in our estimates of the total number of dendritic spines 
in the basal dendritic arbor of the “average” pyramidal neuron in 
areas of the gPFC (Figure 7; Table 7).
Table 6 | Summary of post hoc pair-wise Scheffe comparisons of 
morphological parameters of neurons in the vervet monkey.
 Area 9m Area 9d Area 10 Area 13
VM1
 9d    
 10    
 13    
 32 a,c a,c a a
VM2
 9d a,b,d   
 10 c,d b,c  
 13  a,b,d c,d 
 32  a,b,d a,c,d a
a – Significant difference in the size of the basal dendritic trees.
b – Significant difference in the branching structure of the basal dendritic trees.
c – Significant difference in the spine density of the basal dendritic trees.
d – Significant difference in the size of the cell bodies.
Significance determined as p < 0.05.
Figure 6 | Plots of our estimates of the total number of dendritic spines in 
the basal dendritic tree of the “average” layer iii pyramidal cell in visual, 
sensorimotor, cingulate, and prefrontal cortex of the macaque monkey, 
vervet monkey, and baboon. Note the remarkable similarity in the trends of 
these estimates in visual, sensorimotor, and limbic cortex of both animals. Note, 
however, the differences in these estimates in the granular prefrontal cortex 
among species. V1 = primary visual, V2 = second visual, V4 = fourth visual, 
3b = primary somatosensory, 1/2/5/7 = somatosensory association, 4 = primary 
motor, 6 = premotor, 23 = posterior cingulate, 24 = anterior cingulate, 
9/10/12/13/46 = prefrontal areas, 32 = cingulate.
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the cell bodies between cortical areas did not always coincide with 
that observed for the size of their dendritic trees (Figures 5A–D). 
One-way ANOVAs revealed significant differences (p < 0.05) in 
the size of the cell bodies of neurons between cortical areas in 
both B1 (F
(95)
 = 13.87) and B2 (F
(176)
 = 13.33). Post hoc Scheffe 
tests revealed that 5 of all 10 pair-wise between-area comparisons 
were significant in B1 and 6 of all 10 comparisons were significant 
in B2 (Table 10).
DISCUSSION
In the present investigation we studied pyramidal cell structure 
in the gPFC of the macaque monkey, the vervet monkey, and 
the baboon. We focused on the gPFC because of its involvement 
in executive functions such as conceptual thinking, prioritizing, 
and planning. The aim of the study was to determine whether 
there exists any appreciable variation in pyramidal cell  structure 
Spine densities of the basal dendrites
The spine density, as a function of distance from the cell body to 
the distal tips of the dendrites, is plotted in Figure 5C. Repeated 
measures ANOVAs (cortical area × distance from soma × spine 
 density) revealed a significant difference (p < 0.001) in the distri-
bution of spines between cortical areas in B2 (F
(1,4)
 = 13.51), but 
not B1 (F
(1,4)
 = 3.32). Post hoc Scheffe tests revealed a significance 
(p < 0.05) between cells in orbital and dorsolateral gPFC in B2 
(Table 10). Estimates in the number of spines in the basal dendritic 
tree of the “average” layer III pyramidal cell revealed a >60% dif-
ference between cortical areas (Figure 6; Table 11).
Somal areas
Frequency distributions of the size of the cell bodies of layer III 
pyramidal cells, in the plane tangential to the cortical surface, are 
plotted in Figure 5D (see also Table 12). Variance in the size of 
Figure 7 | Plots of our estimates of the total number of dendritic spines in 
the basal dendritic tree of the “average” layer iii pyramidal cell in visual, 
somatosensory, motor, limbic, and prefrontal cortex of the vervet monkey. 
Sampling from the same cortical regions in the two animals (stylized at top right) 
resulted in remarkably similar trends in these estimates in visual, 
somatosensory, motor, and limbic cortex of both animals (top right). In granular 
prefrontal cortex (gPFC), however, we found unprecedented differences in our 
estimates of the total number of dendritic spines in the basal dendritic tree of 
the “average” layer III pyramidal cell among cortical areas (bottom left), despite 
standardizing the regions sampled between cases (bottom right). V1 = primary 
visual, V2 = second visual, V4 = fourth visual, 3b = primary somatosensory, 
1/2/5/7 = somatosensory association, 4 = primary motor, 6 = premotor, 
23 = posterior cingulate, 24 = anterior cingulate, 9/10/12/13/46 = prefrontal 
areas, 32 = cingulate.
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species specializations or interindividual variation. In either 
event, the extent of variation observed in the gPFC is unparal-
leled in any other cortical regions studied (visual, somatosensory, 
motor, and cingulate cortex) in all cases examined. Evolutionary, 
developmental, and functional implications of these findings are 
 discussed below.
within the gPFC, and compare any such variation across spe-
cies. The results reveal significant differences in pyramidal cell 
structure among cortical areas within the gPFC in all animals 
studied. Moreover, the extent and topology of these trends differed 
between animals. However, it remains unclear whether regional 
variation in pyramidal cell structure reported here represent 
Table 10 | Summary of post hoc pair-wise Scheffe comparisons of 
morphological parameters of neurons in the gPFC of the baboon.
 Area 9d Area 10 Area 13 Area 12vl
B1
 10 a,b,d   
 13 a a,d  
 12vl a,b d a 
 46 a,d b d 
B2
 10 c   
 13 d d  
 12vl a,b,c,d a,d a 
 46  c c,d a,c,d
a – Significant difference in the size of the basal dendritic trees.
b – Significant difference in the branching structure of the basal dendritic trees.
c – Significant difference in the spine density of the basal dendritic trees.
d – Significant difference in the size of the cell bodies.
Significance determined as p < 0.05.
Table 11 | estimates of the total number of spines in the basal dendritic 
tree of the “average” layer iii pyramidal cell in prefrontal areas of the 
Chacma baboon.
 Area 9d Area 46d Area 12vl Area 10 Area 13
B1 7203 5604 6268 4792 7630
B2 5247 5049 8977 7101 6780 
Table 12 | Size of the cell bodies of layer iii pyramidal cells (in the 
tangential plane) in the baboon gPFC.
Cortical n Mean SD SeM Minimum Maximum 
area  (μm2)   (μm2) (μm2)
B1
 13 24 273.86 42.69 8.71 201.70 370.16
 10 14 185.77 49.88 13.33 92.08 249.85
 9d 18 266.14 30.46 7.18 220.59 320.15
 46d 21 218.68 26.49 5.78 147.96 263.77
 12vl 23 236.99 48.30 10.07 161.88 355.10
B2
 13 30 164.64 40.61 7.41 107.13 235.68
 10 44 200.72 42.12 6.35 105.85 278.77
 9d 41 219.32 40.01 6.25 126.30 316.06
 46d 28 211.63 29.86 5.64 147.74 273.71
 12vl 38 169.14 44.31 7.19 90.14 251.80
n, Number of neurons.
Table 7 | estimates of the total number of spines in the basal dendritic 
tree of the “average” layer iii pyramidal cell in prefrontal areas of the 
vervet monkey.
 Area 10 Area 13 Area 9m Area 9d Area 32
VM1 5152 5345 4240 4982 5724
VM2 4475 6976 6079 4790 5877
Table 8 | Somata of layer iii pyramidal cells (in the tangential plane) 
sampled in the prefrontal cortex of the vervet monkey.
Cortical n Mean SD SeM Minimum Maximum 
area  (×104 μm2) (×104) (×104) (×104 μm2) (×104 μm2)
VM1
 10 24 211.11 57.39 11.70 136.89 449.08
 13 43 196.71 28.97 4.42 142.93 258.96
 9m 26 196.15 43.19 8.47 108.71 278.25
 9d 41 192.75 31.50 4.92 138.56 287.64
 32 31 207.79 30.50 5.48 133.74 261.12
VM2
 10 45 201.55 36.66 5.46 141.39 301.52
 13 33 238.14 36.26 6.31 171.12 315.14
 9m 14 256.78 43.43 11.61 195.23 324.12
 9d 30 196.45 31.94 5.83 140.04 282.30
 32 19 244.18 39.42 9.04 165.21 310.46
n, Number of neurons.
Table 9 | Size of the basal dendritic trees of layer iii pyramidal cells in 
baboon gPFC.
Cortical n Mean SD SeM Minimum Maximum 
area  (×104) (×104) (×104) (×104) (×104)
B1
 13 24 20.26 3.30 0.67 14.75 28.93
 10 14 15.20 2.73 0.73 11.53 19.21
 9d 18 24.28 3.59 0.85 18.53 29.78
 46d 21 18.38 2.82 0.62 10.53 23.15
 12vl 23 15.65 4.31 0.90 7.84 23.97
B2
 13 30 14.47 2.47 0.45 10.31 18.93
 10 44 14.71 2.95 0.45 7.75 21.88
 9d 41 14.56 3.32 0.52 7.97 22.01
 46d 28 14.62 2.29 0.43 8.76 19.67
 12vl 38 17.32 3.20 0.52 11.04 25.84
n, Number of neurons.
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difference in our estimates of the total number of dendritic spines 
in the basal dendritic tree of the average neuron observed in the 
primary visual cortex was 16%, 25% in primary motor cortex and 
less than 9% in cingulate cortex (Elston and Rosa, 1997; Elston 
et al., 2005g,h,i). Moreover, trends for increasing complexity in the 
dendritic trees of pyramidal cells in visual somatosensory, motor, 
and cingulate cortex have always been consistent between individu-
als of any given species, where as this is not the case in the gPFC 
(Figure 7). The large number of pyramidal neurons included in 
these studies (Table 13) makes it unlikely that this observation is 
attributable to different numbers of cells included for analyses in 
each region. However, differences in sulcal patterns and sampling of 
different locations within a given cortical area (e.g., dorsal vs. ven-
tral) are likely to have contributed to these apparent interindividual 
differences. For example, differences in pyramidal cell structure 
have been reported in layer III within V1 according to visuotopy 
and within inferotemporal cortex according to gross location (cf. 
Elston and Rosa, 1997; Elston et al., 1999a,b). A better understand-
ing of these apparent interindividual differences will require that 
more individuals are included for analyses. It should be noted that 
these differences in our estimates of the total number of dendritic 
spines in the basal dendritic trees of layer III pyramidal cells in 
the gPFC equate to four times those reported in the entire basal 
dendritic trees in V1.
PHENOTyPIC SPECIALIzATION Of THE PyRAMIDAL CELL wITHIN THE 
gPfC
Here we found differences in the relative trends in morphological 
complexity among cortical areas in the gPFC between individuals. 
For example, cells in the dorsolateral gPFC were the most spinous 
in both the macaque monkey and baboon, but those in the orbital 
and medial gPFC were the most spinous in the vervet monkeys. 
These differences may be attributable to the selection of cortical 
areas included for analyses in each of the different species, but it 
is worthwhile noting that no such interspecies differences have 
been observed in visual, somatosensory, motor, or limbic cor-
tex of these same species. Instead, trends reported in the visual, 
somatosensory, motor, and limbic cortex of the macaque monkey 
are the same as those reported in the vervet monkey and baboon 
(Figure 6). Moreover, trends reported in these cortical areas in the 
macaque monkey, vervet monkey, and baboon are similar to those 
reported in all other primate species studied to date (Elston et al., 
2005a,b,c,g,h,i,j).
NEURONAL HETEROgENEITy IN gRANULAR PREfRONTAL CORTEx
The gPFC has been divided into several cortical areas, the 
number, and location of which varies between studies (Vogt and 
Vogt, 1919; Walker, 1940; Petrides and Pandya, 1988, 1999, 2001; 
Barbas and Pandya, 1989; Preuss and Goldman-Rakic, 1991a,b,c; 
Carmichael and Price, 1996; Petrides, 1998; Barbas et al., 1999; 
Barbas, 2000; Pandya and Yeterian, 2000). While these studies 
have been instrumental in characterizing regional and species 
differences in the gPFC, they provide limited quantitative data 
on cortical microcircuitry. Examination of the present results 
(Figure 5) reveals new findings on the cortical microstructure 
not predictable from these cytological and connectional data. 
Namely, cortical pyramidal cells of similar size cell bodies may 
be characterized by dendritic trees of different size, branching 
structure, and spine density. Vice versa, pyramidal cells of dif-
ferent cell body size may have dendritic trees of similar size, 
branching structure or spine density. This lack of correspondence 
between cell body size and the structure of the dendritic tree has 
been reported in other cortical regions in primates, including 
the sensorimotor and cingulate cortex (Elston and Rockland, 
2002; Elston et al., 2005a,f,g,i,j). Thus, while cytoarchitecture is 
an excellent means of detecting differences in areal and laminar 
structure in the cerebral cortex, it provides little insight into 
regional differences in patterns of connectivity and the integra-
tive capabilities of the component neurons.
Previously we published a report in which pyramidal cell struc-
ture was compared in areas 10, 11, and 12 of the macaque monkey, 
and revealed quantifiable differences in cell morphology among 
these regions (Elston, 2000). The present data confirm and extend 
this original observation. In particular, previously we reported 
up to a 20% difference in our estimates of the numbers of spines 
in the dendritic tree of the average cell in areas 10 and 12 of the 
macaque monkey. Here we found up to a 22% difference in these 
estimates between areas within the gPFC of the macaque monkey 
(12vl and 46vr in case MF1). We found up to a 27% difference 
in these estimates in the vervet monkey (areas 9d and 9m in case 
VM1) and a 70% difference in the baboon (areas 9d and 12vl of 
case B2). Furthermore, as discussed above, we found different 
trends in the gradients of neuronal complexity among cortical 
areas within the gPFC within and between species. In future stud-
ies it will be worthwhile to study age, hemisphere, and sex effects 
to better understand the extent of heterogeneity in pyramidal cell 
structure in the gPFC.
INTERINDIVIDUAL VARIATION IN THE PyRAMIDAL CELL PHENOTyPE
While we would expect to find some degree of interindividual vari-
ation in cell structure, that observed in the gPFC is unprecedented. 
We found, for example, a 56% difference in our estimates of the 
total number of dendritic spines in the basal dendritic tree of the 
average neuron in area 12vl between the two macaque monkeys. 
Likewise we found a 43% difference in our estimates of the total 
number of dendritic spines in the basal dendritic tree of the average 
neuron in area 9m between the two vervet monkeys and a 48% dif-
ference in area 10 between the two baboons. These percentages are 
considerably higher than those reported in visual somatosensory, 
motor, and cingulate cortex of these same animals, or, indeed all 
other species studied. For example, the maximum interindividual 
Table 13 | Number of layer iii pyramidal cells included for study in the 
granular prefrontal (gPFC), cingulate, sensorimotor, and visual cortex of 
the animals studied here.
 gPFC Cingulate Sensorimotor Visual Total
Baboon 281 44 141 161 627
Macaque monkey 267 120 161 120 668
Vervet monkey 306 94 273 269 942
Total 854 258 575 550 2237
Animals include baboons 1 and 2 (B1 and B2), macaque monkeys MF1 and MF2 
and vervet monkeys 1 and 2 (VM1 and VM2).
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Another possibility is that the different trends reflect species 
differences. The lineage leading to modern day vervet monkeys 
diverged from that leading to modern day baboons and macaque 
monkeys approximately 10 million years ago. The lineage leading to 
modern day baboons diverged from that leading to macaque mon-
keys about 7 million years ago (Gould, 2002). Thus, it is tempting 
to conclude that highly complex pyramidal cells in the dorsolateral 
gPFC is a characteristic of the latter species, which may differ from 
that in other primates that diverged earlier, such as New World 
monkeys and the great apes. Alternatively, the apparent species dif-
ferences may reflect regional variation in neuronal maturation rates 
(Jacobs and Scheibel, 1993; Jacobs et al., 1995, 1997; Page et al., 2002; 
Duan et al., 2003; Elston et al., 2009, 2010a,b) or arise through sam-
pling different subsets of projection neurons in the different cortical 
areas, which have been shown to differ in both their morphology 
(Schofield et al., 1987; Hallman et al., 1988; Hübener and Bolz, 1988; 
de Lima et al., 1990; Hübener et al., 1990; Einstein, 1996; Matsubara 
et al., 1996; Duan et al., 2002; Soloway et al., 2002; Elston and Rosa, 
2006) and density (Jones and Powell, 1970; Barbas, 1992; Young, 
1992; Pandya and Yeterian, 2000; Petrides, 2000; Collins et al., 2005) 
in different cortical areas. In either case, the result is consistent with 
our main conclusion that pyramidal cells develop differently among 
cortical areas and mature into specialized circuits. Clearly, more 
comparative and developmental data on pyramidal cell structure 
are required to reveal a more complete picture.
Not withstanding these limitations on the interpretation of the 
trends for regional variation in pyramidal cell structure within the 
gPFC, the present results confirm previous findings that pyramidal 
cells in the gPFC are characterized by a highly complex structure 
(Lund et al., 1993; Elston, 2000; Elston et al., 2001; Jacobs et al., 
2001). However, previously it was reported that pyramidal cells in 
the gPFC have a more complex phenotype than those in the visual, 
somatosensory, and motor and cingulate cortex (Elston and Rosa, 
1997, 1998, 2000; Elston and Rockland, 2002). The present data 
reveal that, in the macaque monkey, cells in inferotemporal and 
anterior cingulate cortex were more spinous than those area 12vl 
(case MF2; Elston et al., 1999a, 2005a; present results). Likewise, 
cells in the anterior cingulate gyrus in both the vervet monkey and 
baboon have larger, more branched and more spinous dendritic 
trees than those in some cortical areas within the gPFC (Elston 
et al., 2005f,i). Therefore, the present data reveal that some but not 
all pyramidal cells in the gPFC have a more complex structure than 
those in other cortical regions. More specifically, those in the gPFC 
have the most complex branching structure and the highest spine 
density while those in the anterior cingulate gyrus and inferotem-
poral cortex may have the largest dendritic trees. As discussed below, 
these different morphological parameters are likely to influence 
different aspects of cellular and systems function.
fORM SERVES fUNCTION
As reviewed in detail elsewhere (Elston, 2002, 2003a; Jacobs and 
Scheibel, 2002) differences in the size, branching complexity, spine 
density in the dendritic trees may influence various aspects of func-
tion at the subcellular, cellular, and systems levels. For example, 
differences in the size of the dendritic trees may influence the sam-
pling geometry of neurons, the topographic relationship between 
the pattern of inputs and the size of the dendritic tree influenc-
ing receptive field properties (Lund et al., 1993; Malach, 1994). 
Differences in the diameter and total length of the dendrites deter-
mines their electrotonic properties (Rall, 1959, 1989; Mainen and 
Sejnowski, 1986; Rothnie et al., 2005). Differences in the number 
of branches in the dendritic tree may influence the potential to 
compartmentalize the processing of inputs within the arbor and, 
thus, the functional capacity of the neurons, as well as the decay of 
the backpropagating potentials believed to be important in Hebbian 
type reinforcement of inputs (Rall et al., 1992; Stuart et al., 1997; 
Segev and Rall, 1998; Mel, 1999; Spruston et al., 1999; Vetter et al., 
2001; Elston, 2007). Differences in the number and density of spines 
along the dendrites may influence the potential for local summation 
and/or the inhibitory vetoing of inputs (White, 1989; Koch, 1999). 
In addition, as each dendritic spine in mature cortex receives at 
least one asymmetrical synapse (Arellano et al., 2007), which have 
been demonstrated to contain the excitatory transmitter glutamate 
(DeFelipe et al., 1988; Petralia et al., 1994a,b,c), differences in the 
total number of spines in the dendritic tree likely reflect differences 
in the number of excitatory inputs to the neuron: highly spinous 
cells receiving more excitatory inputs than less spinous cells (Elston, 
2002, 2003a).
These differences in the density and distribution of inputs 
throughout the dendritic trees, and the spatial distribution of the 
dendritic tree, have been shown to influence both the functional 
capacity of neurons and the memory storage capacity of cortical 
circuits they comprise (Poirazi and Mel, 2001; Stepanyants et al., 
2002; Losonczy et al., 2008; Spruston, 2008). The dramatic dif-
ferences in the branching structure of, and number of spines in, 
the dendritic trees of neurons in the gPFC of primates (Elston 
et al., 2006) makes it implausible that function in this region of 
the brain is the same across species. Indeed, modeling studies have 
demonstrated a difference of up to two orders of magnitude in 
the memory capacity of cortical circuitry attributable to differ-
ences in the branching structure and number/distribution of inputs 
throughout the dendritic trees of the component pyramidal cells 
(Mel, 2002; Chklovskii et al., 2004).
Perhaps not surprisingly, differences in discharge properties of 
cortical neurons have also been reported among cortical regions. 
For example, neurons in the gPFC are characterized by tonic dis-
charge properties that are sustained despite interruption from 
distractors, those in association cortex are characterized by tonic 
discharge properties that may be interrupted by distractors and 
those in and primary sensory cortex are characterized by phasic 
activity (Fuster and Alexander, 1971; Fuster, 1973; Fuster et al., 1982; 
Fuster and Jervey, 1983; Ashford and Fuster, 1985; Funahashi et al., 
1989, 1993; Miller et al., 1993, 1996; Constantinidis and Steinmetz, 
1996; Sakai et al., 2002; Shinomoto et al., 2005).
Finally, from the intrinsic point of view of cortical organiza-
tion, there are also significant differences in the distribution of 
GABAergic interneurons in different cortical areas of primates 
(Lewis and Lund, 1990; Gabbott et al., 1997; DeFelipe et al., 1999; 
Elston and González-Albo, 2003; Ballesteros-Yánez et al., 2005; 
Benavides-Piccione and DeFelipe, 2007; Inda et al., 2007; Blazquez-
Llorca et al., 2010). Since GABAergic neurons are involved in the 
shaping the activity of pyramidal neurons, it is likely that the differ-
ent intrinsic functional attributes of the cortical regions examined 
depends on all these features or in a combination of them. Further 
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